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I AM SHIT AND I FORGOT TO DO THE HASH

MAGIIIIIIIIII'IIIIIIIII

This is what Raunchy wrote for me for the hash mag when she thought I wouldn't aclually
get round to it however leaving it til the last minute and winging it is how l've written every
essay type thing ever and I'm not going to change now. At least l'm writing it myself unlike
Chopper who manages to get Raunchy to wite his hash mag for him for as long as I've
known aboul it.
As nor the actual hash last week, which was set by Hot Rocks and Vampire Slayet, it will
forever be remembered by me as the hottest damn run I have ever done. Seeing as on a
usual hash me and most of my friends hide in the car until the last minute before changing
at the start to avoid freezing in the wind, while wearing shoes that we haven't dried
properly since the last hash, this time we were out as soon as possible to escape the
sweatbox that was the car. This heat was especially bad for me as you'll all notice that I'm
the palest person you'll ever meet and cannot handle any sort of heat whatsoever however
I was convinced that it would be tine even though I was already sweaung while standing in
the shade.
As wilh most hashos that start in a car park at the bottom of a hill, the flour immediately led
up the hill which myself and Deepthroat tackled in the usual way by walking up it and
complaining about the longs ability to run up it like it was no big deal. This was especislly
annoying as it wasn'tjust the usualfast hashers doing this bul also a virgin who decided to
go for the long run straight away while wearing one of the new virgin vests designed by
Raunchy.

The uphill didn't last too long for the shorts thankfully as Deepthroal was already
complaining to me about her shorts chaffing on the way up which may have explained the
speed at which she completed the rest of th€ hash so she could change. Continuing along
back towards the road, while the longs disappeared off into the distance, we made it to a
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small river where it became clear the I wasn't the only one suffering from the heat as Von
Trapp decided to lie down in the rivet front and back to cool off.
Other interesting moments from the hash included Hunicane venturing through a dark
spider infested tunnel for whatever reason, Glani managing to outpace Bifithe entire time
even though he was walking and viewing the longs make it back with some of them
looking even hotter thanks to the sun than I was. This was especially tue for Borat who
decided to take his top off by the end of the hash which definitely distracted Deepthroat.
After the hash at the pub we were treated to seeing Biff in holiday mode complete with
wetsuit and snorkelling gear while still maintaining a cerlain degree of professionalism
maybe to remind everyone that she was GM after Raunchy attempted takeover the week
before.
It was a very busy Hash Hush this week as Biff had a lot of achievements to commend

including l(2 who had completed 1200 hashes and was presented with some champagne
for her efforts and has also become a celebrity atter staning in an advert for Black Farmer
Sausages. Anal Vice was also presented with a teapot as reward for completing 100
hashes and Wobbly Knob was also brought out to the front to celebrate his cycling of 105
miles which is definitely much further than I will ever 9o on a bike.
That's about as much as I can remember of the evening even with the use of my tenible
notes on my phone so l'll leave it there other than some information about a walk that I
was asked to put in. Finally l'm looking forward to seeing how much of my shirt suNives
the \r/edding hash that's curently being set by Raunchy and Embanister which should be
slightly cooler than last weeks.
TVH3 WNGING WALK - BERE PENINSULAR Sundav 14s Auoust
Come for a s@nic walk of approximately 10 kilometres around the Bere Peninsular mostly
on footpaths. We will take the train ftom Bere Feners to Bere Alston and walk back. Bring
a picnic lunch and plenty to drink.
Meet at Bere Feners station at 9.30am to catch the train to Bere Alston. Parking at Bere
Ferrers is free and the train ticket costs !2.30
Altemately, People from Plymouth can catch the 9.20am train from Plymouth Station and
meet us on the train. You can return by train from Bere Feners at 4.29pm, costing €4.80
for the return ticket.
Delicious cream teas can be ananged for the end of lhe walk at the stalion at Bere
Feners, but these need to be booked in advance. Please let K2 know if you want a cream
tea.

Anyway here are some dates for your diary:
Saturday 3orh July - Queenie's Biffday celebrations party at Dogcatchefs House
Sunday 7h August - Milton Coombe Brook Race (good fun, see Raunchy br teams)
Monday 22d August - Red Dress Run
On Onl
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